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Disclaimer

Important Notice

RI Advice Group Pty Ltd, ABN 23 001 774 125, holds Australian Financial Services Licence Number 238429 and is 
licensed to provide financial product advice and deal in financial products such as: deposit and payment products, 
derivatives, life products, managed investment schemes including investor directed portfolio services, securities, 
superannuation, Retirement Savings Accounts.   

The information presented in this seminar is of a general nature only and neither represents nor is intended to be 
specific advice on any particular matter. RI Advice Group strongly suggests that no person should act specifically on 
the basis of the information contained herein but should obtain appropriate professional advice based on their own 
circumstances.



Insurances to  
Consider





















Mortgage insurer protects 
lender and not borrower

• Insuring to protect income and ability to service loans
• Insuring to protect debt in case of death (protecting those you leave behind)



Lenders Mortgage Insurance






Mortgage Insurance/ Lenders Mortgage Insurance

• Lenders Mortgage Insurance exists to protect your lender or bank, not to protect you
• If your default on your loan, there is a shortfall, and an insurance claim is made, you 

are likely to still be obliged to pay the premium
• Cost of LMI depends, but you can expect to pay around 2% of the amount of your 

home loan. This may not seem like much, however, this money could be spend paying
off your mortgage directly

• The insurance provider may attempt to recover the excess money from you in event 
of a shortfall – they will not necessarily make a payment directly to the bank or lender



Mortgage Protection vs Income Protection

If you were suddenly unable to work for a period of time, it's ideal to have some sort 
income stream to support your ongoing costs while you recover. There are two options 
you can take out: Income Protection or Mortgage Protection.



Life Insurance and Debt

Debt- inheritance is a genuine concern for Australian. The average amount of 
household debt  in Australia is $128,000. And for couples with young children under 
age of five, level of debt tends to be high. 

Life insurance can ensure that in the event you pass away, your insurance assists your 
family  financially. By taking out life insurance, you can prevent your family from taking 
up your debts – an extra worry in a time of grief and sadness.

Life insurance is a smart move if you earn an income, own assets or have dependents. 
We buy life insurance because we care about our family's future: we worry about what 
would happen to them in the event that we can no longer provide for them.



Property Investment as 
part of a wealth plan

• In super and out
• Property in SMSF – requirements for commercial/ renting 

your own business
- Residential 



What is an Asset Class?

Asset classes are the building blocks used to construct a diversified investment portfolio 



Asset Class Performance



Property Investment Outside Super

Advantages: 

 Buying in your own name is much simpler with less paperwork
 Fewer restrictions on what assets can be purchased and you are free to sell 

or undertake renovations tom improve value of property
 You can often borrow up to 100% of the purchase price, because the loan 

may also be secured against another asset, like your home
 Banks can offer interest-only loans and generally charge lower interest rates
 Potentially reduce your personal income tax, through deductions for 

depreciation



Property Investment Outside Super

Disadvantages: 

× Property investors potentially face higher capital gains tax when the asset is 
sold at their marginal rate after the CGT discount

× Purchasers in lower tax brackets have fewer tax benefits compared to higher-
bracket investors

× Investors are fully responsible for loan repayments
× Investing a large part of your overall investment portfolio in a single asset 

limits
× Selling a property can be expensive and liquidity may depend on market 

conditions at time of sale



Property Investment Inside Super

Advantages:

 Only an SMSF enables you to borrow to buy a property using super
 Combining the savings of fund members allows SMSF’S to purchase larger 

assets
 Commercial properties can be leased back to associated business entities. 

However, this cannot be done with residential property
 SMSF’s pay a lower tax rate on rental income, enabling the loan to be repaid 

sooner
 Capital gains earned on the property are taxed at the SMSF’S lower rate of 

10% after the discount, before retirement
 Income and capital gains are entirely tax free once the SMSF is in pension 

phase



Property Investment Inside Super

Disadvantages:

× Buying through an LRBA involves significant costs and ongoing compliance fees
× LRBA’s can be hard to cancel or unwind
× Repayments must be made from within the SMSF, which requires sufficient cash 

flow within the fund 
× Lower tax benefits if the investment is negatively geared, due to the lower tax 

rate inside super
× Banks  generally lend only a maximum of 80% of the purchase price and usually 

charge a higher rate of interest and higher application fees
× Complex regulatory requirements – e.g. the asset must be for the 'sole purpose' 

of providing retirement benefits: family cannot use it



Property Investment Inside Super

Disadvantages:

× Borrowings cannot be used for improvements, with only one loan on each 
property

× Proceeds remain in super when the property, until you are eligible to start a 
pension income stream and make withdrawals

× Investing in one asset is risky as you lack the diversification which is a core part of 
prudent investment practice

× Selling a property can be expensive and liquidity may depend on market conditions 
at the time of sale
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